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EDITORIAL
Dear friends and supporters of DROPS,
Dear readers of our annual report,
2016 marks a very important period in DROPS’ timeline as an organization. We proved our ability to
stand up as a team and recover from internal turbulences, in addition to the instability and insecurity
in Lebanon where our efforts are based. While I strongly believed in the promise and benefits of our
Junior Professional Program from the start, its future was challenged at times. Would we as a newly
formed board – with three completely new members – together with our team in Lebanon, be able
to mobilize enough energy and financial resources to realize our vision? Yes, we would! 2016 can
be considered the most successful year for DROPS since the launch of the Junior Professional
Program in 2011. For the first time, we have been able to support as many as 135 young
beneficiaries in their professional and personal development. This was, in part, the result of
conducting three partially overlapping classes. The motivation extended from the fact that there
were many juniors that expressed sincere interest in being a part of the DROPS program, new
opportunities offered by local work masters, and confidence that our staff in Lebanon had the
capacity to support them, together with a reliable network of volunteer mentors. To see the
realization of our new website was also a source of motivation, as well as the adaptation of various
internal processes to address our needs. Finally, we laid the groundwork to further develop our
program – a task which will continue into 2017 and beyond. I am curious to see what will come and
am confident that we will master this journey too.
Cordially,
Lea Zanola,
President of the Board
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LEBANON IN 2016
2016 has been both a challenging and a promising year for the small Mediterranean country. The
internal challenges are best exemplified by the waste management crisis that culminated into massive
protests in August 2016. More than 20,000 protesters marched through the streets of Beirut after
garbage collection services ceased. The problem was initiated in June 2015 when trash was allowed to
pile up in the streets, resulting in poisonous emissions to both the air and water. For many Lebanese,
this exemplified the government’s inability to address local problems. Furthermore, it came to symbolize
the poisoned relations between the political fractions of a country increasingly divided along the fault
lines of the Syrian conflict.

Garbage bags collect along a street in east Beirut, Lebanon, March 3, 2016 (Credit: Associated Press)
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Democratic values continued to be challenged in a country where the political class was incapable of
electing a president for more than two years, while illegally extending the governing period of the
parliament without holding recognized elections. The years of deepening political crises not only had a
detrimental impact on the functionality of state institutions, but seriously damaged the economy and
adversely affected every aspect of political, economic and social life. The poor became even poorer.
Unemployment, and especially youth unemployment, notably increased. The first ray of hope came with
the appointment of Mr. Michel Aoun as president and Mr. Saad Hariri as Prime Minister towards the end
of 2016. This major political breakthrough was welcomed with relief by the people of Lebanon.

It

marked a cornerstone towards the reconciliation of a deeply divided nation and prompted an almost
immediate economic relief.
High numbers of Syrian refugees continue to reside in the small country. This poses an enormous strain
on the already overburdened institutions and almost defunct Lebanese economy, without any resolution
in sight. In addition to internal challenges, the period of political paralysis coincided with seismic external
dynamics. The ongoing war in Syria and the atrocities that took place in proximity to key locations in
Homs and Aleppo occasionally spilled over to Lebanon. In early summer 2016, only months before
Aoun’s appointment, the security situation reached a critical level. Serial attacks on the Lebanese Army
in the summer of 2016, which was recognized by many as the only functioning institution in the country,
prompted spontaneous civic protests.
Despite these developments, there have also been many positive developments on the security front.
Better control of the Syrian-Lebanese borders, stabilization campaigns within Syria and Lebanon alike
have had an overall positive impact on security in North Lebanon. Successful prevention of terrorist
attacks has also contributed to relative stability. The election of a president in October 2016 after two
years of political deadlock have not only contributed to higher security, but also to a long-awaited revival
of labour markets. We hope that these positive changes will prevail into the future. However, the
situation remains far from stable or predictable.
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BEDDAWI AND NAHR AL BARED: FROM PALESTINIAN TO
MULTI-NATIONAL REFUGEE CAMPS
For many of the poorest and most vulnerable communities, including displaced Syrian families, Palestine
Refugees from Syria and Lebanon’s long-term Palestinian refugees, daily life is increasingly
characterized by the effects of poverty and debt, which result in food shortages, increasing waste and
pollution, overcrowded classrooms, outbreak of diseases, decreasing water quality and many other
issues, which invariably add to preexisting tensions within and between the different communities.
Consequently, Syrian refugees and Palestinian Refugees from Syria (PRS) often seek shelter in existing
Palestinian camps, relying on close ties to the populations therein to alleviate the high costs of living in
the host country and to minimize their exposure to known instances of xenophobia. However, this has
effects for both host and refugee communities. With the arrival of new refugees from Syria, including
additional Palestinian refugees, the Nahr al Bared and the Beddawi camps, where DROPS implements
its program, have long reached the limits of their intended use. For example, the Beddawi camp, has
grown from an initial 16,000 residents to an estimated 50,000 inhabitants in 2014 alone. Both groups of
refugees from Syria report limited access to both legal protection and employment opportunities within
the overpopulated and impoverished camps - a destiny they share with the local residents.
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WORKING TOWARDS SUCCESS: THE DROPS JUNIOR
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM FOR HOST AND REFUGEE
COMMUNITIES

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING IN
PROFESSION OF CHOICE

GODPARENTS
(VOLUNTEER
MENTORS)

PSYCHOLOGICAL
COUNSELLING

$

MONTHLY SALARY

JUNIOR

MEETING VENUE AND
SAFE SPACE

FAMILY
(FOLLOW UP)
MONITORING AND
SUPPORT

DIVERSITY TRAINING
(PEER-LEARNING)

COMMUNITY PROJECT

COMMUNITY

Since the launching of the pilot project in 2011, the DROPS Junior Professionals Program has
worked towards providing better youth employment opportunities and positive individual and social
change in and around the Palestinian camps of Beddawi and Nahr al Bared.
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The program is based on a holistic approach. At the core of the program is a paid 12-month on-thejob training at a local business, along with diversity training sessions on topics such as intercommunal group work, conflict management, non-violent communication, personal and professional
development and others relevant for the community. The juniors’ journey is complemented with
psychological counselling sessions to meet individual needs. This aims to strengthen the mental
health of the young people and to help war refugees overcome traumatic experiences. Our staff
provides constant monitoring and support to ensure good working relationships and the juniors' wellbeing. We also work with their families to help build a supportive social network around the juniors. A
very important and characteristic pillar of our project is the godparents’ network, where professionally
well-established and trusted members of the local community volunteer as mentors. The private oneon-one meetings provide a safe space for the juniors where they can seek advice on individual social
and professional concerns, outside of their familial and work situations. At the end of the one-year
training, the juniors design and implement a community project that will benefit their local community.
The realization of the project aims to strengthen the links between host and refugee communities and
between young people and the older generation. After graduating, the former juniors receive support
from the follow-up monitors who help the juniors transition as independent adults.

DROPS JUNIOR PROFESSIONALS IN 2016
2016 has been the most successful year for DROPS since the launch of the Junior Professional
Program. For the first time, DROPS has witnessed the professional and personal development of as
many as 135 young beneficiaries as a result of conducting three partially overlapping classes within a
single year. In Class 5, more than half of the program participants were refugees from Syria who had fled
from the areas most affected by the war such as Aleppo, Homs, Raqqa, and other provinces. In Classes
6 and 7, local residents of the Palestinian camps are in the majority. This is explained by the high
fluctuation of Syrian refugees linked to the dynamic political situation that continued to evolve
throughout 2016. Many Syrian families chose to return home, immigrate to Europe or were intending to
do so at the time of candidate selection for the DROPS JP Program. The relative calm in Homs and, as
of late 2016, in Aleppo, was considered to be a suitable time for many to return home.
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Distribution of
nationalities among
junior participants
(Classes 5 - 7)

Class 5: A Model for Success
The 45 juniors of Class 5 began with their training in December 2015 and spent almost the entire year
with us. A big, colourful graduation was organized to celebrate their achievements in December 2016.
29 out of 30 boys had already found a job by graduation, a success rate, which made us very proud of
their determination and commitment to apply their newly acquired skills. The female participants were
less successful, due to the combined consequences of social restrictions and more limited professional
options for women. Thanks to our newly introduced follow-up monitoring, we are able to provide
support to them and further accompany them in their journey.
Furthermore, most of the juniors expressed that they felt integrated in community life, especially the
ones who had secured employment. They reported feeling more self-confident, more productive and
happy about the fact they earned the trust of their families and friends. All of these achievements made
Class 5 an encouraging success story.
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In 2016, DROPS could also able to start with two additional further classes - Class 6 as of May 2016
and Class 7 as of November 2016. All 45 places in each class were filled within two weeks of their
respective announcements, which signalled the beginning of new work opportunities and the new
career path for 90 new juniors.

Actually, I am not good at thanking
people, and for the first time I feel I have
the courage to speak in front of a crowd
– you can realize that from my shivering
voice. But I felt I need to say thank you
for giving me this opportunity, this
chance, after having lost all the chances in
my country, which is at war since more than
five years. I would like to thank all the staff, who
followed me everywhere to make sure I was behaving and learning
well, and thank my work master and the donors. In a way it was a short
year, but it was also a long year full of things to learn and troubles to
solve, we learnt much from you and from life. You helped me and you
will help others. Thank you so much!
Rasha El Ali, Class 5 Syrian graduate
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Gender Composition of the DROPS Classes

Female participants comprise of
approximately one third of all program
participants. In Class 5, they are exactly
one-third. In Classes 6 and 7, there is a
decrease from 15 to 13 female
participants compared to Class 5 and
previous DROPS classes. Even though
the numbers are consistent, the reasons
for the decrease differ. Class 6 initially
started with as many as 17 female
participants. However, only 13 completed
the program due to high incidences of
dropout; this is primarily attributed to early
marriages and/or engagements. With the
exception of one encouraging example of
a Syrian girl who decided to return to
school, the remainder of the participants
did not complete their training due to
marital commitments.
These competing priorities were taken
into consideration for Class 7 and the
selection procedure was adapted
accordingly, where only the most
committed girls were pre-selected.

Gender distribution among junior
participants (Classes 5 - 7)
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Our choices are limited as our families prefer that we stay in the
company of female colleagues on the one hand, and on the other
hand, I just like doing makeup and hairstyling.
Syrian participant, Class 5

Professional Choices and Gender
Professional choices vary only slightly across classes. There are a number of professions such as
plumber, aluminium worker, car mechanic and carpenter that are especially popular among the
participants. It has also been observed that there is a strict segregation between traditionally “male”
and “female” professions. Girls tend or are advised by their families to choose professions that are seen
to typically suit to females and/or can be conducted from home. These positions include hairdresser,
make-up stylist, and tailor. Medical professions such as dental assistant and nurses are also prioritized.
However, it should be noted that for girls to be able to work as fully qualified personnel at the local
hospital, additional qualifications are required. For this reason, in addition to and the low demand at the
moment, there has been a lack of participants being trained in medical professions in Class 7. It is also
obvious that the range of professions is wider for the male participants than for the females.

Adnan Abass (left), mechanic, Class 7 and Hiba Aswad (right), nurse, Class 6
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Distribution of professions chosen by male (above) and female (below) junior participants (Classes 5 - 7)
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Ethnic Diversity in the DROPS Classes
Despite existing political and religious divisions in Lebanon, DROPS ensures diversity in its shared
sessions. In particular, our Diversity Training sessions encourage young people from different
backgrounds to share their experiences and freely express their views.
However, maintaining a necessary balance is not without its challenges. For instance, despite our open
door policy, all classes have but a few Lebanese participants. They usually come from rural areas close
to Tripoli, while the Palestinian refugees come from the two long-standing camps located in North
Lebanon, namely Baddawi and Nahr al Bared, as well as from Syria. Despite setback, DROPS remains
committed to community bridging.

Among all the NGOs we know,
you are the only organization
who gives full care to the
youngsters during the
training period.
Teacher Imad Hmeidan,
Godfather
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2016 Community Project: Lights for the Streets of Beddawi
The realization of an impressive community project was the highlight of the training year. It
was designed and implemented by the Class 5 juniors, as well as Class 6 volunteers who
were already eager to demonstrate the skills acquired after half a year of training.
As most of the camp roads are dark at night time since neither the camp communities nor
the Lebanese Municipality provide for street lighting, Class V juniors have chosen to install
50 watt LED lamps along the dark narrow streets of the Beddawi camp. The projectors
were installed together with a light sensor that switches the light on and off automatically
in order to save power. Electricity is provided by local
residents on a voluntary basis by connecting the cables
directly to their own main power source. The
feedback from the community was very positive;
people were highly appreciating the idea and
were nicely cooperating with the DROPS juniors
and the team. The camp residents report less
incidents at night and increased comfort.
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THE TEAM IN 2016
In 2016, an almost completely renewed board took over the wheel of the organization. Ms. Lea Zanola,
a long standing member and one of the authors of the Junior Professional Programs, was officially
confirmed as president of DROPS Community Progress Switzerland at the DROPS Assembly in
February 2016. The position of vice president was occupied by Ms. Jenny Bolliger. Ms. Candace Chow,
Ms. Beatrice Stauffer and Ms. Meike Sahling joined the board as newly elected board members. Ms.
Sahling later left the board at the end of the year to embark on a new professional journey. We thank her
warmly for her valuable contributions during this very important year for DROPS. Mr. Ayman A. Hafiz
was confirmed in his position of General Director of DROPS Lebanon and an executive board member
of DROPS Switzerland. Ms. Lora Slovak continues to be responsible for the coordination and finances.
DROPS Lebanon welcomed two new employees. In November 2016, Ms. Rasha Abu Sheikha and Mr.
Hisham Siddiq joined the team and vested the two newly created positions for follow-up monitors. With
their employment a dynamic year both in Switzerland and Lebanon came to an end. Warm welcome to
the three new members of DROPS Switzerland and the new staff members of DROPS Lebanon.
The year 2016 was a very exciting and
productive year. The new board began its work
with fresh energy and much enthusiasm. The
results were soon visible, for instance in its new
webpage, improved internal communication
processes, new partners and increased number
of beneficiaries. During the August retreat of the
team hosted by Ms. Bolliger in Zurich the future
of the organization was discussed and a field visit
to Lebanon for the entire board; the visit, initially
planned for late 2016, had to be postponed for

Team Lebanon hosting the Class 5 graduation ceremony

security reasons to spring 2017.
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FINANCES
2016 has been a very successful year from a financial perspective. We were able to raise all funds to
cover still pending financial needs of a running class, as well as to secure the funds for two more
classes. As a result, a record number of juniors received the opportunity to learn a profession of their
choice. What makes us really proud is the successful employment rate following the graduation of the
program. This fact gives us the feeling that investment in the skills and personal development of young
people is a worthwhile endeavour.
Furthermore, DROPS could create two new positions for follow-up monitors and implement a
successful community project that benefited the Beddawi camp. The costs incurred in Switzerland for
coordination, administration and finances constitute barely 6% of the entire project costs, the lowest
since the launch of the program, and are thus indicative of our commitment to our project goals and the
people in the region where we operate. The extremely low financial load of the DROPS back office in
Switzerland would not have been possible without the valuable voluntary work of the Swiss board
members. The permanent staff salaries amount to 16% of the total direct projects costs. Permanent and
project related salaries are high on average and considered to be fair according to Tripoli standards.
Besides, the running of two parallel classes at a time helped to minimize the costs and has allowed
juniors of both classes to connect and learn from each other’s experiences within and outside of the
official program. In addition to the financial benefits, it also contributed to increases in gender and ethnic
diversity and helped to foster more friendships beyond ethnic and sectarian lines.
Our junior professionals receive a small remuneration for the work they accomplish at the local business
they are trained at. This remuneration is paid by DROPS to the junior and constitutes a major part of the
budget. Work masters train the juniors voluntarily and benefit from the output of their trainees.
For further information please consult the tables below or contact us at lora.slovak@drops.chs.ch.
DROPS account: PC 85-793473-3
For international transfers: IBAN 4609000000857934733
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BALANCE SHEET
(As of December 31, 2016)
INCOME

2016

Institutional Donor Donations

2015

223,257.67 CHF 221,158.69 CHF

Private Donor Donations

2,800.00 CHF

4,350.00 CHF

794.48 CHF

5,988.11 CHF

Dissolution of project reserves

75,283.40 CHF

20,000.00 CHF

Total Income

302,135.55 CHF 251,496.80 CHF

Reimbursed social security
Profit exchange rates

EXPENSES

Rent offices (CH)

- 2,400.00 CHF - 2,400.00 CHF

Salaries and Remunerations Switzerland

- 9,017.50 CHF - 9,827.40 CHF

Other administrative costs

- 6,884.15 CHF -

377.05 CHF

Projects costs Juniors professionals Program Class 4

-111,272.33 CHF

Lebanon Staff salaries Class 4

-27,397.76 CHF

Projects Costs Junior Professionals Program Class 5

-143,337.73 CHF -14,521.96 CHF

Lebanon Staff salaries Class 5

-31,991.05 CHF - 5,183.36 CHF

Projects Costs Junior Professionals Program Class 6

-69,726.54 CHF

Projects Costs Junior Professionals Program Class 7

-15,630.07 CHF

Staff Salaries Lebanon Classes 6 and 7

- 6,019.70 CHF

Cumulation of project reserves

-22,000.00 CHF -75,000.00 CHF

Total Expenses

-307,006.74 CHF -245,979.86 CHF
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STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES
(January 1, 2016 - December 31, 2016)
ASSETS

2016

2015

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash Lebanon

218.94 CHF

742.98 CHF

Postfinance CHF 85-793473-3

21,287.10 CHF

633.24 CHF

Postfinance USD 91-816845-7

4,437.39 CHF

79,485.60 CHF

21.22 CHF

3.07 CHF

Total current assets

25,964.65 CHF

80,864.89 CHF

Total assets

25,964.65 CHF

80,864.89 CHF

Cash Switzerland

LIABILITIES
Liabilities for completion of projects

-22,000.00 CHF -75,000.00 CHF

Accrued liabilities

- 3,254.35 CHF -

Total liabilities

-25,254.35 CHF -75,283.40 CHF

283.40 CHF

Association’s equity
Association capital

- 5,581.49 CHF -

64.55 CHF

Net profit for the period

4,871.19 CHF - 5,516.94 CHF

Total accumulated profit / deficit

4,871.19 CHF - 5,516.94 CHF

Total associaton capital

-

Total LIABILITIES AND ASS. EQUITY

-25,964.65 CHF -80,864.89 CHF
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710.30 CHF - 5,581.49 CHF
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